
Arctic Dragons 
 

Arctic Dragons are a rare form of reptile, distinguishable by their luminous horns 
and tail. In the depths of the Arctic Ocean, these magnificent creatures were first 
discovered over 500years ago and are thought to be currently endangered. 
 
What does an Arctic Dragon look like? 
 
The Artic Dragon, which is rarely seen in 
daylight, is like a colourful light show. Their 
majestic wings are spotted with bright, purple 
lights which attract small animals and help them 
to see at night. These species are the size of a 
double decker bus and have long tails that can 
grow up to 10metres! Male Artic Dragons are a 
deep blue colour, whilst females are a lighter 
purple. 
 
Where does an Arctic Dragon live? 
 
Under the surface of the ocean, Artic Dragons 
create lairs that are formed from ice and rock. 
They can hold their breath for up to 16 hours at 
a time and, since they are cold blooded, can 
remain under the icy waters for that long as well. 
This habitat, which can be up to 1,000m below sea level, protects them from poachers 
and hides them from any human threat.   
 
 
What do Arctic Dragons eat? 
 
These dragons are carnivorous which means that they eat meat. Specifically, they 
hunt for seals, penguins and foxes. Hunting only at night, the Arctic Dragon is known 
to be a nocturnal beast. Using its spectacularly strong tail, the Arctic Dragon hunts by 
paralyses it’s prey and wraps its victim in a death-like grip.  
 
 

Unfortunately for dragon spotters, this species of dragon is under threat making them 
increasingly rare to observe. Frequently, they are hunted by humans who use their 
lights and scales as decoration in their homes. Research scientists report that fewer 
than 50 remain in the Arctic Circle and their future looks uncertain. 
 

 


